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Mirage’s Final Firing?
Joris van Boven reports
on what is expected to
be the Mirage F1’s final
live firing exercise

T

HE LAST Dassault Mirage F1
fighters in service with the
French Air Force (Armée de
l’Air - AdlA) undertook what is
likely to be their final bombing
practice (operational requirements
allowing) during the third week of
November 2013. At the Captieux
champ de tir (shooting range)
about 60 miles (100km) from Base
Aérienne 120 Cazaux, in the south
of France, live Mk82 unguided
bombs and GBU-12 laser-guided
bombs were dropped at practice

targets by Mirages from Escadron
de Reconnaissance (ER) 2/33.

The end of an
impressive career

After an impressive career of
nearly 40 years, the Dassault
Mirage F1 will be decommissioned
in July. The commander of ER 2/33
‘Savoie’ is Lieutenant-Colonel
Benjamin Souberbielle, who
took command on September
5. He has more than 2,800 flying
hours with over 1,500 of those
on the Mirage F1. Escadron
Savoie has 23 pilots and 70
engineers. Its 20 operational
F1s are used for reconnaissance
and bombing missions.
The November exercise was the

last planned live fire opportunity
for the Mirage F1 pilots and was
intended to qualify them to the end
of the type’s operational service
in mid-2014. All AdlA squadrons
deploy to Cazaux every year to
practise their bombing skills, as the
air base has the capacity to store
large amounts of live weapons.
AFM was given the opportunity
to join a briefing for one
bombing sortie. Two junior
pilots - Lieutenants Julien and
Raoul, who have 650 and 230 flight
hours respectively - were briefed
by Captain Rodolphe, who has
more than 2,200 flying hours.
All aspects of the mission were
discussed in detail, such as flight
paths and targets on the range.

Captain Romain is the leader of
the ground crew and provided an
explanation of the weapons to be
used – the Mirage F1 is able to carry
different variants of unguided and
laser-guided bombs in the ground
attack role. The standard unguided
bombs are the Mk82 (500lb/227kg),
the Mk83 (1,000lb/454kg) and the
Mk84 (2000lb/908kg). Laser-guided
weapons are basically unguided
bombs updated with fins mounted
on the rear to control the direction
of the drop and a Paveway
sensor, which detects the laser,
mounted at the front. The bombs
mounted under the Mirages at
Cazaux were Mk82 unguided and
GBU-12 laser-guided munitions.
After the briefing the three

Tactics on the range
Captain Damien, who has 1,500
hours on fighters, explained the
various tactics used by F1 pilots.
The ‘loft’ technique, for unguided
bombs, requires the bomb to be
dropped in the climb at high
speed to gain the most distance
to the target. The Mirage pilot
flies at low level towards the
target, pulls the stick and climbs
at almost 45 degrees before
releasing the bomb as soon as the
designator on the HUD crosses the
target. The main advantage of
this technique is that the Mirage
stays further away from the
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target, often outside the range of
anti-aircraft artillery.
There are three tactics that can be
applied for dropping laser-guided
weapons. The first is self-lasing,
illuminating the target with the laser
designator and dropping the bomb.
The second is ground lasing,
designating the target with the help
of a forward air controller on the
ground. Finally there is buddy
lasing, where the target is
illuminated by a second aircraft. All
these tactics are practiced regularly
by the French fighter pilots on the
practice range at Captieux.

‘The Three Musketeers’ - from left Lt Julien, Lt Raoul
and Capt Rodolphe. The AdlA always withholds pilots’
surnames for security reasons. Joris van Boven
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Location: BA120 Caaux
Particpants: France
Live-fire exercise

pilots told AFM they do not
know exactly which types they
are going to fly after the F1,
although they will probably join
a Mirage 2000 or Rafale unit.

Tactics & evaluations

Above: Armed with a 500lb (227kg) training bomb and Thales BARAX ECM pod, F1
660/118-CY taxis out for a mission over the nearby ranges. The jet’s fading camouflage
scheme gives the impression of a well-used machine. Alex van Noye

Above: Despite being more than 40 years old, the Mirage F1’s design hasn’t dated – its
sleek lines are still relevant today. Alex van Noye
Below: Mirage F1CR 654/118-NC sits on the aircraft servicing platform at Cazaux, loaded
with a 2,000lb (909kg) guided bomb ready for another training mission. The five red stars
under the cockpit are the number of ‘Alpha Scrambles’ made against Russian aircraft
during the squadron’s Baltic air policing mission in 2013. Joris van Boven
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The pilots then walked from the
squadron building to the aircraft.
Checks of the mounted weapons
were important, not only for pilots
but also for the ground crew, as
the handling of real weapons is
unusual. After take-off the pilots
fly directly to the target area as
they have a real payload under
their wings. During the mission
in the practice area the bombs are
dropped according to established
procedures, refined over many
years. There were several young
pilots in the squadron who
had never dropped live bombs
before – it would be a milestone
for them, said Lt-Col Souberbielle.
After the mission the pilots
returned to the squadron building
for a debriefing, which consisted
of two main elements – the first
determined the accuracy of the
bomb drop, done by measuring
the distance between the impact
crater and the target, and the
second studied the flight data to
compare it with the briefing. This
is conducted with a computer
visualisation based on the
recorded flight parameters on
the HUD. The young pilots need
to achieve their bombardment
skills by dropping a live device
twice a year –one unguided and
one laser-guided bomb to qualify.
The more experienced pilots need
to drop just one live bomb a year,
guided or unguided. There is also
a tradition of staging a bombing
competition, based on the
individual scores, celebrated with
a party at the end of the exercise.

The end of the F1
is nigh

As of January 2014 there were 17

Centre d’ Expertise
de l’Armement
Embarqué
In 2009, all separate weaponsrelated institutions of the AdlA
were integrated into a single
organisation at Cazaux, the Centre
d’Expertise de l’Armement
Embarqué (CEAE – centre for
tactics and aerial weapons). The
tactics and weapons used during
the Champ de Tir at Cazaux are
chosen and tested by the unit
(numbered 0/331), which is also
responsible for the weaponhandling training of pilots and
ground crews. CEAE consists of a
group of weapons specialists,
pilots and navigators with
additional support from the French
Navy (Marine Nationale). When
aircraft are needed to evaluate
weapons, those from the Centre
d’Expériences Aériennes Militaires
(CEAM - military flight test centre),
at nearby BA 118 Mont-de-Marsan,
are used. The CEAM and CEAE work
together very well, despite the
physical distance between the two
air bases.
Mirage F1CRs and three
Mirage F1Bs in service with ER
2/33. The fleet will shrink every
month until the final week in
July. The recce task of the Mirage
F1 has been taken over by the
Rafale and it is not yet known
if ER 2/33 Savoie will receive
this aircraft or be disbanded.
In the summer the curtain
will fall for the Mirage F1 after a
career of almost 40 years – the
last aircraft will be retired to
Châteaudun in July, where they
will go into storage. Most will
be dismantled and eventually
scrapped. The last official flight
of the Mirage F1 is scheduled to
take place during the Bastille
Day Military Parade in Paris
on July 14, when ER 2/33
afm
will open the flypast.
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